Introduction
In a point-to-point communication network multicast is treated as the problem of creating, maintaining and updating efficient multicast trees, rooted at the multicast source nodes and spanning the groups of destination nodes. A multicast tree is dynamically created, as network nodes join and leave the destination group. It is maintained by some of the network nodes, mainly those sitting on its data path. It needs to be updated following changes in the connectivity or in the load of the underlying network topology.
Internet employs the distance vector multicast routing protocol (DVMRP) [9] in order to construct a shortest path tree for every multicast {source, group} pair. This protocol, which is a "pruning" variant of the reverse path forwarding (RPF) algorithm ['I, suffers from two main scaling problems as follows 2, 81.
First, each network node has to maintain routing information per every multicast tree1. Second, prune messages should be periodically exchanged between the network nodes in order to maintain an updated version of each multicast tree.
The protocols presented in [a, 8, 41 address these problems. A tree spanniiig thc members of the group IExcept in section 6, it is assumed that all network nodes have multicast routing capability.
is established in the network, and only the nodes sitting on the data path of the tree are required to maintain routing information associated with the tree. When a new node joins the multicast group, all the nodes on the shortest path between the new node and some node on the tree thc rendezvous or the closest node in tables accordingly.
pre-determined core in [2], their multicast routing However, when multicast becomes pervasive more techniques must be employed in order to avoid scaling problems. If thousands of trees are created, deleted and updated every minute, the processing burden on the network nodes will be excessive, even if the burden associated with every multicast tree is laid only upon the nodes sitting on the data path of that tree. This is because these nodes will have to rcspond very often to join or delete requests, and to changes in the load or connectivity of the underlying network. This burden can be significantly reduced using the concept of tunneling [17] as follows. The multicast packets are routed over a tree formed by a collection of multicast links (tunnels), where each multicast link is a simple unicast route. The intermediate nodes of each multicast link do not have to maintain routing information for the multicast tree, because they are involved only in regular unicast routing. Only the end points of each multicast link have to maintain routing information for every tree established over the link. For instance, consider a multicast source s, a multicast group 2 = { z 1 ,~2 ,~3 ,~4 , z g } , and the multicast tree depicted in Figure Figure I ). Packets sent by thc source s have two pairs of source/dcstination addresses. One pair is of the multicast source s and multicast group 2. This pair remains fixed for the entire routing. The other pair is the addresses of thc source and destination of the multicast link over which the packet is routed. This pair is rcplaccd when the packet reaches the end of the multicast link. In tcrms of Figure l, The concept of tunneling is already used for multicast routing in the Internet MBONE [lo] . However, its purpose is not to reduce the maintenance and routing burden at the multicast nodes, but to connect multicast-capable nodes through the general IP nctwork. If all the Internet routers had multicast capability, as in the model considered in this paper, tunneling would not have been used.
It can be easily shown by induction that in a multicast tree rooted at source s and spanning the group 2, the number 1 of multicast links (tunnels) is IZI 5 1 5 2121 -1. In addition, only less than half of the nodes that are actively involved in the maintenance of the tree and in the routing of multicast packets from s to 2 (i.e. the nodes whose multicast procedure is invoked when a multicast packet from s to G is received) do not belong to Z U {s}. It turns 2Throughout the paper, G represents a multicast address whereas 2 represents a dynamic set of nodes that want to receive the multicast packets sent by s to G . 
added. For this process to take place, node U ' needs to know that it participates in the multicast tree and to maintain some parameters describing its position in the tree, like the idcntities of the end nodes of the multicast link for which it acts as an intermediate node.
This information needs to be refreshed not only when multicast links are added or removed due to changes in the destination group, but also when the unicast routing tables change. For instance, if in Figure 1 thc unicast routing tables are updated such that the shortest path from d to z4 goes through nodes j and k rather than through g , nodes g , j and k must be u p dated. The conclusion is that the concept of tunneling does not remove the tree maintenance burden from the intermediate nodes of the multicast lanks. It just removes from these nodes the memory and processing burden associated with multicast routing decisions. In this paper we suggest an approach to solve the scalability problem of establishing, updating, maintaining and routing over a great number of multicast trees in a datagram network. According to this a p proach, for every multicast tree rooted at a source node s and spanning a set Z of destination nodes, only the nodes in {s} U 2 need to keep and update information related to the tree routing and maintaining. This is achieved by viewin a multicast tree as a collection of multicast paths &"ls) and ensuring that only nodes in {s} U Z are selected as end poants of the multicast links (namely the set U mentioned above is empty). In terms of Figure I , this mcans that nodes b and d , that do not belong to {s} U 2, cannot function as end nodes of multicast links but only as intcrmediate nodes.
The main advantage of the proposed scheme is that for every multicast tree only the nodes in {s} U 2, which in any case must keep routing and maintenance Information regarding the tree, are required to do so.
7c.3.2
The existence of the tree is absolutely transparent to any other network node, even to those nodes that sit on the tree data path and route packets of the tree as intermediate nodcs of multicast links. Neither changes in the unicast routing tables that affect the routes between the end points of multicast links, nor changes in the multicast destination grou can put any maint,enance burden on nodes not in [ s } U 2.
The constraint imposed by the proposed scheme, where only nodcs in {s} U 2 can be located in the trec junctions and serve as end nodes of the multicast links, may lead to the creation of inefficient multicast trees. This issue is extensively studied in the paper. As will be shown, the differences between the cost of the trees generated without this constraint and the trces generated under this constraint are minor, and may therefore justify the significant reduction in the maintenance overhead.
The problem of establishing a low cost tree spanning a partial set of the network nodes is known as the Steiner tree problem. When the set of nodes dynamically changes, a different problem -referred to as the dynamic Steiner tree (DST) -is defined [13] . Section 2 discusses these problems and presents the dynamic greedy algorithm (DGA) [13] for establishing and updating a low cost multicast tree when the destination group dynamically changes and when there is no restriction to locate only nodes from {s} U Z in the junctions of thc multicast trees. In Section 3 we present a new algorithm, referred to as R-DGA (restricted DGA), that locates only nodes from {s} U 2 in the junctions of the multicast trees. Bascd on R-DGA, we then present a possiblc protocol for creating, updating and maintaining low cost multicast trces.
In Section 4 the performance of R-DGA is studied. We first prove that despite of the restriction, the worst case performance ratio of R-DGA is the same as of DGA. Then we present simulation results that show that the differences in the actual cost of the trees established by R-DGA and the trees established by DGA are not significant. We also calculate the average number of nodes not in {s} U 2 that are included in the trees generated by DGA and by shortest path algorithm (as suggested in [2, $1). We use the result in order to compare the burden laid on an average network node by R-DGA and by the other protocols. In Section 5 we discuss the problem of creating, maintaining and updating low cost multicast trees that guarantee some upper bound on the distance between the source node and every destination node. Such a requirement might be of importance for many multicast applications. A new algorithm, referred to as C-R-DGA (constrained R-DGA) is presented and its performance is studied. In section 6 we describe and study the performance of a method to adapt R-DGA and othcr multicast protocols to the case where only some of the network nodes have multicast capability. Section 7 concludes the paper.
A full version of this paper appears in [1] .
lows:
The Dynamic Steiner Tree Problem
The Steiner trec problem can be formulated as fol- Step 1: Choose an arbitrary vertex z from 2. Let 2' = { z } and T = { z } .
Step 2: Find in Z -2' the vertex z closest to T .
Add z to Z', and add to T the minimum cost path joining z to T .
Step 3: If 2' # Z return to
Step 2. Otherwise, T is the solution.
When the set 2 represents a multicast group, it cannot be assumed to be known in advance since nodes can dynamically join and leave the multicast group. This is known as the dynamic Steiner tree (DST) problem, OPT(Zi) is the optimum solution for a tree spanning Z;, and A(Zi) is the cost of a tree spanning Zi created by A. They have also presented the dynamic greedy algorithm (DGA), where a new node appended to the multicast group is connected to the existing multicast tree through the cheapest path leading to any node in the tree, and shown that DGA has a worst-casc performancc ratio (competitivcness) of [log( IZi 1)1 -that is within two of the optimal algorithm.
If both add and remove requests are allowed and if the tree cannot bc re-arranged, no upper bound on the worst-case pcrformancc ratio exists [13] . Several algorithms [4, 13, 141 have been proposed in order to accommodate both add and remove requests while restricting the number of rearrangements required in order to derive a new efficient tree from the old one Ti-1.
R-DGA Heuristic for Scalable Multicast
In this section we describe a new algorithm, rcferred to as the restricted dynamic greedy algorithm
, and then present an R-DGA based protocol IRDGA) or creating and maintaining dynamic multicast trees.
Throughout the paper we assume that unicast routing from v to U' is performed over the shortest path v -U'. We also assume that every node U' knows the cost of the shortest path v -v' from every other network node v. This kind of information can be provided by the protocol that updates the unicast routing tables, even in the general casc where the cost function and the delay function are differcnt, or the costs of v' -v and v -U' are different.
R-DGA responds differently to add requests and to remove requests. When a rcqucst ri to add a node v to the existing multicast group Zi-1 is received, R-DGA uses DGA with a small but significant change: the new node v can be connected only t o a node an the former multicast group Zi-1. Thc cost of the path U' -+ v is checked for every U' E Zi-1. The node U' E Zi-1 for which the cost of U' -+ v is minimum is selected as thc parent of U, and a new multicast tree Ti is created by appending the multicast link VI -v to the previous multicast tree Ti-1. When a request ri to remove v from a multicast group Zi-1 is received, v is removed from x-1 along with all the multicast links connecting v to its parent and to its children. Then, every child U' of v in Ti-1 is connected to a new parent U" E & ( V I ) from which the shortcst path is of minimumcost. The set Zi(v') is a subset of Zi = Zi-1 -{U} consisting of all the nodes in Zi that have joined the trce (in the last time) before U'. The selected node U" becomes the new parent of v in Ti by appending the multicast link U" -v to This algorithm is demonstrated in Figurc 2. The original graph is shown in Figure 2(a) , and the multicast source is node s. The number near every link indicates the cost and the delay on the link for both directions. When node g is added to the multicast group, it joins the tree through the unicast path multicast link s U g whose cost is 6. When node c is added, it can join the existing tree by a multicast link from s or from g. Since the latter is cheaper A possible protocol based on R-DGA for creating and maintaining a multicast tree is as follows. A node v wishing to join a multicast group G sends a request message to the source s over a reliable unicast (TCP) connection. The source s responds with a list Zi-1 of the identities of the nodes currently in G. Then it generates an updatcd list Zi +--Zi-lU{v}. When node v rcceives thc rcsponsc from s, it selects as a parent the node U from Zi-1 U { s } for which U -v is of minimumcost. It thcn sends a messagc asking U to be its parent. Nodc U updates its multicast routing tablc, by adding the multicast link U -U. Consequently, when U rcceives later a message for G, it will send one copy to v ovcr the unicast route U -U. When a node v wants to leavc G, it sends a remove request to s. It attaches to this request a list of identities of its children in the current tree. Node s gcnerates an updated list Zi of the multicast group, by removing v from Zi-1. Then, for every child U of v in the existing tree, s determines thc list Zi(u) of nodes that had joined G before U and have not left it yet. h response message is then sent back to U, containing a different list for every child of U. Nodc v then sends a message to every child U , asking U to find a new parent from the list Zi(u)provided by s. The multicast link from v to U can be removed either when v asks U to find a new parent, or after U notifies v that it has a connection to the tree through a new parent. In either case some of the packets sent by s might not be received by U due to the change.
In the following we discuss some of the properties of this protocol. Thc most important propcrty is that the protocol can handle many multicast trees that dynamically change, because it requires that a minimum number of nodes will participate in the multicast rout7c.3.4 ing over each tree and in maintaining and updating each tree. This is achieved in three steps. Firstly, in order to avoid keeping at every network node routing and maintenance information associated with every active group (as in MBONE), the multicast trees are set up and updated dynamically, according to the exact structure of the destination group. This removes from the picture those network nodes that do not sit on the tree data path. Secondly, the concept of multicast over unicast paths (tunneling) is employed in order to avoid routing burden from nodes sitting on the data path a tree. Finally, only the nodes directly related to the multicast tree, namely the source and the destinations, are located in the end points of the multicast links. This eliminates the routing and maintenance burden from all the other nodcs in the tree. The result of these three steps is that only those nodes directly related to each multicast tree will have to encounter the burden associated with routing over the tree, maintaining the tree, and updating the tree following changes in the destination group or in the underlying unicast routing. Another important property of the protocol is that the established trees are efficient. In a first glance it seems that due to the restriction to have only nodes from {s} U Z in the junctions of the tree, the trees would be of a high cost. This hypothesis can be s u p ported by the example in Figure 2 as discussed before. However, the next section shows that despite of the restriction, the worst case performancc ratio of R-DGA is the same as of DGA. It also shows that the differences in the actual cost of the trees established by R-DGA and the trees established by DGA are minor, and in many cases do not exist at all.
A third property of the protocol is its fast response to changes in the destination group. When a new node is added, a new multicast link is created without affecting the rest of the tree. When a node is removed, then unlike other algorithms that try to minimize the number of re-arrangements [4, 13, 141, R-DGA minimizes the rearrangement time. All the affected nodcs, whose parcnt has left the group, join the new tree independently of each othcr. Consequently, the time needed to re-arrange the trce following a remove request is roughly equal to the time needed to address a single add request. As for the number of rearrangements, while it may be as high as 1, 271 -1 for extreme cases, it is less than 1 on the average case. This is because the average degree of a node in a tree is less than 2, and therefore the average number of children of a node in the multicast tree is less than 1.
Finally, the protocol is not affected by unicast routing changes, except in those rare cases where the connectivity between end points of a multicast link is broken. If the unicast route between the end points of a multicast link changes, the tree might be less or more efficient, and the changes will be taken into consideration when subsequent add/remove requests are accommodated. However, since the protocol does not consider the intermediate nodes of a multicast link as part of the tree, the unicast routing changes will be transparent to the trce. If a multicast link U ^rf w is broken due to loss of connectivity, node w will access the source s and will be treated as a node whose parent has left the tree.
The Performance of R-DGA
In this section the performance of R-DGA is compared to the performance of DGA. We first compare the worst case performance of both algorithms, and then present simulation results for the average case. As stated in Section 2, when the request sequence consists of only add requests, DGA has a worst-case performance ratio (competitiveness) of [log( IZa I)], where i is the number of add requests and Z;l is the number are handled. If both add and remove requests are allowed, no upper bound on the worst-case performance ratio exists. Both claims are proven in [13].
In [l] we prove that any bound that applies to the pcrformance of DGA on every sequence of only add requests applies to R-DGA as well. Moreover, such a bound applies to R-DGA even if the sequence also contains remove requests. Recall that since we employ the unicast routing as the underlying layer of the multicast routing, R-DGA can use only the shortest path between two nodcs, regardless of its cost. In order to compare the performance of these algorithms we shall assume throughout this section that the cost function is proportional to the delay function. This implies that of nodes in the destination group a c ter these requests 7c.3.5 the shortest path between two nodes is also the cheap est path. A private case of this assumption would be to consider equal delay and cost functions. We show in [1] that under these assumptions the following theorem holds:
Theorem 1 It is interesting to note that though R-DGA can be viewed as a restricted version of DGA, applying to DGA the R-DGA approach for handling remove requests would not retain the logarithmic bound. An example is given in [I] .
So far we have shown that the worst case performance of R-DGA is at least as good as of DGA. In order to compare the average performance we have tested DGA, R-DGA, and a third algorithm referred to as improved-R-DGA on 100 randomly generated networks. Improved-R-DGA allows a wider selection for a node v whose parent is deleted from the tree. Instead of sending v a list of the nodes that have joined the group in the last time before v and have not left since then, the source sends v (via U'S old parent) the entire list of nodes in the tree except those in the subtree of U. Recall that the average number of sons of a deleted node is less than I, but if a deleted node has several sons, N say, then in order to avoid the creation of cycles, the root arranges the sons in some arbitrary order 211, v2, . . .UN and allows vi to connect to any node in the tree except those in the subtree of v j for every i < j 5 N . Note that implementing the improved-R-DGA would require the source to know the exact structure of its tree; namely the identity of the parent of every destination node. R-DGA, in contrast, needs to know only the order according which the destination nodcs have joined the tree. This new requirement of the improved-R-DGA leads to a small modification of the multicast protocol presented in Section 3 as follows. A node v that selects a parent, either because v has just joined the multicast group or because its previous parent has left the tree, needs to inform s about its new parent.
The simulated networks were created as in [6] . One hundred nodes were randomly distributed on a [0 . . -400][0.. .400] grid. An edge was then added between every pair of nodes U and v with probability / 3 e x p ( -k ) , where du,u is the Euclidean distance between U and U. Thc values selected for LY and p are 0.1 and 0.4 respectively. The network was then made connected by randomly selecting nodes from distinct components of the graph and connecting them with an edge. The cost and length of each cdge are set to the Euclidean distance between the edge nodes.
The add/remove sequence of requests was created by adding a non-member node with probability Pin and removing a member node with probability Pou .
These values determine the average density of the mujticast group. We tried densities ranging from 5% to 95% (a density of p% means an average of p% of the network nodes were members of the multicast group at any given time). The created trees were tested after sequences of 500 requests.
The metrics used for comparison is the competitiveness of each heuristic. Since calculating the optimal tree is NP-complete, we considered the cost of the tree generated by the static MST heuristic (see Section 2) as the optimal tree. Thus for all the following simulations we define competitiveness of an algorithm A as the ratio between the cost of the tree constructed by A and the tree constructed by the MST heuristic4.
The simulation results are depicted in Figure 3 . The graph reflects 2400 executions on different networks and different group sizes. For each group size, the average performance of 25 executioiis is presented. The results show the extra cost R-DGA pays due to the restriction of connecting new nodes only to nodes in the group or to the source is more than desirable. For instance, when the density of the multicast group is larger than 30%, the competitiveness of R-DGA gets larger than 1.3, while DGA's competitiveness drops below 1.2. This is because the penalty for putting only group members in the junctions of the multicast trees becomes heavier as the group gets more dense. The improved-R-DGA yields much better results, which are similar to those gained by DGA. When the density of the multicast group is smaller than 20%, the results of the improved-R-DGA become distinctly better than those of DGA, whereas for larger groups it retains a reasonable competitiveness.
In order to view the advantage of R-DGA, we've considered the number of nodes in the multicast tree that are not members of the multicast group, under DGA and SPATH. The simulation results were that for almost all sizes of multicast groups, the multicast tree created by SPATH or DGA contains 10 to 25 network nodes which are not members of the group. All these nodes have to maintain and update state information in any case, and routing information in the case where the concept of tunneling is not employed, regarding multicast trees for which they serve as intermediate nodes only. Of course when the network size increases these numbers increase as well. For instance, for a 500-node network an average tree with 40-60 destination nodes has about 60-70 non-destination nodcs. Graphs depicting the full results can be found in [I] .
It follows from these results that R-DGA is most effective when the destination group consists of no more than 10-30% of the total network nodes. In such a case the cost of the improved-R-DGA algorithm is smaller than the cost of DGA, and the number of nodes that need to encounter routing and maintenance burden is reduced by 50%. 
Delay Constrained Multicast Trees
In the previous section we considered only the cost of the multicast tree, and ignored the distance between the source and each destination node. However, for many future multicast applications it will be desirable to bound the latency between the source and each member of the destination group [15] .
To address this problem we have created a version of R-DGA, referred to as C-R-DGA (constraint R-DGA). Like R-DGA, C-R-DGA aims at finding a low cost tree rooted at s and spannin the destination group 2 such that only nodes from {sy U 2 are located in the tree forks. In addition, C-R-DGA ensures that the the path from s to any member of the multicast group is not longer than some threshold A. C-R-DGA is similar to R-DGA, except that whenever a node selects a parent node, it is careful not to select a parent too distant from the source.
The full description of C-R-DGA, proofs for the claims presented in this section and the simulation results can be found in [l] .
The worst case performancc of C-R-DGA is 1 2 1 which is optimal for a non-rearrangeable algorithm that guarantees a bound on the latency between the source and each member of the destination group. The average performance depends upon the delay constraint. When it is tight, the performance of C-R-DGA is almost identical to the shortest path algorithm. This result means that we can apply the restriction that removes the routing and maintenance burden from all the nodes in the tree that are not in { s } U 2, while imposing a tight upper bound on the delays, without increasing the cost of the tree at all.
Relaxing the delay constraint makes C-R-DGA's performance become closer to that of R-DGA. This shows that C-R-DGA can tradeoff the cost of thc tree and the maximum delay.
Restricted Multicast Capability
In this section we consider a different model of the network, where only part of the nodes have multicast capability and may therefore participate in the creation and maintenance of the multicast tree. These nodes will be referred to as multicast capable nodes. A non-multicast capable node v wishing to join the multicast group must conncct to a multicast capable node via a multicast link, and the selected multicast capable node must connect to the source. The niulticast capable node through which node v is connected to the source will be referred to as U'S multicast hub. A multicast tree in this model consists of two parts. The first part is the core tree connecting the multicast capable nodes by means of multicast links. The second part consists of the multicast links from each group member and the source node to their multicast hubs. Note that such a multicast link can be an empty path if a group member is a multicast capable node. The cost of the multicast tree is the sum of the costs of the two parts.
V the group of multicast capable nodes, s the multicast source and 2 = { V I , ..., v,} V the destination group. Also, let 2' denote the set of multicast hubs chosen by the nodes of ZU{s}. Note that if 2' is given, the problem of finding the core tree is identical to finding the steiner tree spanning 2' in G' (M,E') where E' connects every two nodes of llf and the cost of an edge ( U , U ) E E' is the distance between U and v in G.
This suggests a method to adapt a multicast protocol to this model as follows. Each node v will choose the closest multicast capable node U' as its multicast hub and will establish the multicast link U' -v. The multicast hubs will use thc original multicast protocol to establish the core tree. The original protocol will run on the virtual network G'(A4, E'), where each edge is a unicast path in the real network.
In [l] we analyze the worst case performance of protocols adapted this way, and prove the following theorem: For example, adapting thc minimum spanning tree heuristic [5] , whose worst case performance ratio is 2, would yield a static algorithm whose worst case performance ratio is 5. Adapting R-DGA would yield a fast dynamic protocol whose worst case performance ratio is 2 log 1 2 1 + I, since from Theorem 1 follows that R-DGA has a worst case performance ratio of log 1 2 1 .
Let G(V, E ) bc the network graph, M 7c.3.7
Conclusions
The paper has presented an approach for solving the scalability problem of routing over, updating, and maintaining a great number of multicast trees in a datagram network. According to the presented a p proach only the nodes directly related to a multicast tree, namely the source node and destination group nodes, need to keep information related to the tree routing and maintenance. This is achieved by viewing a multicast tree as a collection of multicast paths, and imposing a restriction where only the source nodc and destination nodes can be located in thc tree junctions, as end points of multicast links. Based on this restriction two algorithms wcre presented: R-DGA and C-R-DGA. R-DGA aims at establishing a low cost tree, whereas C-R-DGA aims at establishing such a tree while imposing a constraint on the distance from s to every node in the destination group. The paper has shown that both algorithms can be efficiently implemented by a multicast protocol that can guarantee fast response to changes in the destination group. The paper has also shown that despite of the restriction imposed by the proposed approach, both R-DGA and C-R-DGA yield a good performance. The worst case performance of CR-DGA is the best any nonrearrangeable algorithm may yield, whereas the worst case performance of R-DGA is within two times the best any non-rearrangeable algorithm may yield. In terms of their avera e performance, both algorithms perform as well as $and in many cases even better than) other known and applicable algorithms that do not impose the restriction and therefore require all thc nodes along the data path of a tree to participate in the routing over thc tree or in the maintenance of the tree. Finally, the paper has shown a general method to adapt any multicast protocol to a network where only some of the nodes have multicast capability. This method roughly doubles the worst case performance of the original protocol while maintaining its other p r o p erties.
